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Abstract: As one of the representatives of American “beat generation”, Gary Snyder used to put his ecological poetic ideas, such as
returning to the wilderness, ecological holism and reconstructing the human’s contract with the earth into his translations of Han Shan’s
poems, which resonated with Han Shan’s cultural ideology. His effort greatly helped to merge Han Shan’s poetry into the American society.
Moreover, such ecological poetry got popular with the American readers for a very long time. Therefore, on the one hand this study can
elucidate the typical case of ecological poet translating ecological poetry; on the other hand, it can make a new perspective for the Chinese
culture going-out to the world.
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America wildness literary view. One of Snyder’s ecological ideas are
Introduction

to seek inspiration from wildness. He once said that “I still hold the

Gary Snyder, American poet, pursued the freedom of nature,

oldest values; which can be date back to the Old Stone Age: the

advocated all things in the nature live in harmony and grow together,

fertile land, charming animal ......, I try to store the history and that

and promoted the harmony of man and nature. He is a model of

piece of barren land in my heart, so that my poem may close to the

ecological poet translating Eco-Poetry, moreover, his ecological

true nature of things to confront the imbalance, disorder and

poetics is similar to Han Shan’s ecological world outlook. Gary

ignorance of our time” (Friebert 56). He believes that one can purse

Snyder focused on translating Han Shan’s poetry. Through

free, wild and joyful life in wildness, closer to true nature of things

translating Han Shan’s poetry, he was devoted to making the content

and feel the harmony with nature in wildness. He mentioned in the

and spiritual level accord with the profound level of natural life. He

“wild practice” that “nature is not the place to visit, but our home”,

not only conveyed Han Shan’s ecological world and ecological

and nature is the re-creation experience of human mind because

thoughts, but also he made his translation integrate into Han Shan’s

people are able to feel the vastness of nature, realize their position in

ecological world in order to let the translation and the original poetry

nature and identify with nature so as to come to the state of

be in harmony and unity, even achieve the spiritual unity of his

integration of things.

translation and the original. Therefore, by doing this, it can achieve

1.2 Ecological Holism

the highest level of ecological poet translating Eco-poetry, and create

Caring for nature and seeking interdependence and coexistence

a classic case for the spread of Chinese works in foreign countries.

by taking the whole ecosystem into consideration are another
important principle of Snyder’s ecological philosophy. Scholar Hong

1. Gary Snyder’s Ecological poetics
Gary Snyder is the American “deep ecology of the laurel poet”
in 20th century. He advocated a deep ecological way of life, and
tried to break people’s inherent traditional thoughts, thus, his poetic
creation and translation both embody a kind of ecological concepts
with a deep ecological value, which implies his unique ecological
poetic ideas.
1.1 Returning to the Wilderness
Wilderness, as a mysterious natural theme, is a renewed topic in
America literature and even American culture. America ecological
philosophy Ralston’s “wildness philosophy” spread the human
world’s ethical standards to wildness, fully implementing the

Na mentioned that Snyder’s ecological holism state that the overall
interest of biological system including all kinds of living things
should be viewed as the highest standards of value as people and
nature and people and animals are symbiotic, complementary and in
dialogical relationship, a view expressed in Snyder’s “Jack Rabbit”
and "Black Tail Hare".
1.3 Reconstructing the Human’s Contract with the Earth
Revering the earth and respecting life is the core ethic that
ecological literature adhered to. In face of the destruction and
slavery human caused to nature, Snyder stressed in poetic creation
that there is only one contractual relationship between man and
nature. He described the beautiful scenery of the northwest of United
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State in the poetry “stone packway”, in which each of the words
expressing his beliefs and philosophical ideas. He followed Thoreau

Han Shan is both a natural poetic dweller and a free monk poem,
spending whole life pursing the coexistence of natural beings.

to pay attention to putting his own philosophy and belief into
3. Gary Snyder’s ecological expression of Han Shan’s Poetry

practice and emphasizing local consciousness. He advocated
reestablishing contract with earth, allowing other life to enjoy the

When translating ecological poetry, ecological poet needs to

equality and the equality between man and nature so as to make

reach a certain cultural resonance with the original author. Snyder

culture more inclusive and the symbiotic idea deeply rooted in

needs to fully understand the cultural connotation that the original

people’s mind.

author wants to express, seek truly to comprehend the whole process

In short, Snyder’s ecological poetic view has been continuously

of the original author in its ecological poetry. At the same time in the

adjusted and improved in his poetic creation and translation from the

process of translating ecological poems, this kind of cultural

perspective of deep ecology.

resonance run through the prospect selection of poem, style grasp
and keynote thought. Besides, various translation techniques is

2. Han Shan’s Ecological World

adopted to correspond to all aspects of the original poetry while

Poet Han Shan in Tang dynasty is not only a free and wild

show the originality of poem translation and unit with Han Shanzi’s

monk poets, but also champion the green value of common

high nature life. In the 1950s and 1960s in the United States, many

prosperity of all things and being with nature. His entire poetic

young people regarded Han Shanzi as an idol to follow and called

creation was influenced by Confucianism and Buddhist Zen,

Zen “Asian influenza”. Snyder, as one of the representatives of the

embodying a natural poetist. His ecological world mainly reflected

United States “the Beat Generation”, translated 24 of Han Shan’s

the following:

ecological poem and experienced the life similar to what Han Shan

2.1 Natural Poetic Dweller

experienced. He, to some extent, becomes the embodiment of Ha

Han Shan’s ecological world view is benefited from closing to

Shan and unit as one. It can be said that Snyder is the modern

nature and experiencing nature, feels the beauty of nature with heart

American version of Han Shan, his poem translation is the best

so that he can create a number of unique Cold Mountain Poems. He

interpretation of Han Shan’s ecological ideas.

is a natural poet dweller just as what revealed in his poem “rough

3.1 The Ecological World in Poetry Translation

and dark--cold mountain trail” “chirps is often visited by bird,

In Snyder’s translation of Han Shan’s Poetry, the ecological

contrasting a more lonely atmosphere” that he lived in the mountains

world will be expressed and implied in the perspective of choosing

to feel the natural tranquility personally, while he is also the subject

quiet

and legislator of the natural world he dwelled in.

Chinese-specific cultural words to show China’s ecological and

images,

adapting

local

accent

speech

and

using

cultural landscapes.

2.2 Freedom and Big-hearted Monk Poet
What Han Shan pursued is freedom and return to the deep

3.1.1 The Expression of Quiet Images in Poetry Translation

mountain to feel the tranquility all alone, holding himself aloof from

When Snyder translated the Han Shan’s poetry, he chose the

the world. So his poetry was also written in free style, full of rural

images on the basis of being faithful to the original poetry. During

colloquial language. Such as in the poem “Once at Cold

the translating creation, he reasonably added the proper quiet images

Mountain,troubles

Cold

to make his translation materialization and establish the artistic

Mountain,troubles cease -No more tangled, hung up mind.”, which

conception of the original poetry, therefore, it made a great extent

means the tranquil atmosphere in Han Shan allow them feel free and

resonation with Han Shan’s cultural ideology. For example, in the

cease

”,

he

wrote

“Once

at

ease, so he advocate the inner freedom, pursue the free development

9th poem “杳杳寒山道”, Han Shan wrote: “寂寂更无人.”The

of the nature of things, go after the liberation of human in nature and

original poem mentioned the word “无人”，and Snyder translated it

the spiritual freedom.

into “not even a lone hiker”. He added the word “alone” and defined

2.3 All Things in the Nature living in Harmony

the “人” as “hiker” which referred to a man goes hiking. He refused

In the creation of Cold Mountain Poems, the natural things

to choose the ordinary word with various meanings like “man” or

form a united whole with people and the whole unity of the natural

“climber” because these words that he adapted implies the path to

ecology was described. In his poem creation, such as “I can't stand

Han-shan’s place was distant, and told us that Han Shan and himself

these bird songs” in poem “bird language is unbearable” , and

were both the hiker lover. They both loved the nature and liked

“ Spring water in the green creek is clear ” in poem “Spring water in

closing to the nature. They were both the lonely explorers. By

the green creek is clear. Moonlight on Cold Mountain is white”, he

choosing these words and images, it is able to create the lonely, quiet

described the natural creatures and scenes, displaying ecological

natural environment, and is in line with Han Shan’s mood of retiring

ethics of “reverence for life”. He emphasized that one must

from the world.

experience all other life the same as expiring his own life, man and

Moreover, for instance, in the 15th poem “寒山有裸虫” ,

nature and animals are symbiotic and in complementary existence

Snyder translated “寒山有裸虫” into “There’s a naked bug at Cold

and seek common prosperity with natural beings.

Mountain”. In fact, the word “naked”, in ancient times, referred to
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one of the “five insects”. It refers to the five elements of the main

expression “don’t know”. Thus, he just applied the oral words

soil including the animals with hairless or short hair besides human

“T'ien-t'ai”, “Don’t know” and” “silly talk” to be easy to understand

beings, such as dolphins, cetaceans, hippos, manure, seals and other

and read up catchy. Snyder aimed at using the most simple words to

mammals. They are famous for the exposed body. Human being are

reflect the profound meaning of Han Shan’s Poetry and reflect Han

the elders of caterpillars, so called “naked bug”. Snyder used the

Shan’s ecological thoughts.

literal translation and translated “裸虫” into “naked bug”. He did not

Moreover, in the 24th poem named “时人见寒山”, Han Shan

choose the word “exposed” or “nude” because he just used the

adapted the autobiography way to describe his special points. Snyder

“naked” to express the quiet environment with no decoration and no

used the local accent speech to translate these sentences: “我语他不

voice. For the definition of “虫”, he explained it as “bug” which

会，他语我不言”.He translated it into “They don't get what I say.

refers to the insect and cimicid, and he did not adapt the images of

And I don't talk their language.” The simple verbs like “get” and

“pest” or “insect”. The reason is that the word “bug” can implies the

“talk” are used to explain the meaning of understanding and

path to Han Shan’s place has so many unknown people who will

communication. And the “they don’t” and “I don’t” directly express

have effects on the Han Shan’s quiet place and break his long-term

Han Shan’s communication barriers with other people who did not

leisure life. Superficially, it seems that the image “naked bug” is a

understand him. Snyder insisted on revealing Han Shan’s mind

dynamic element, but Snyder used the quiet “bug” to reflect the quiet

world and plight from the view of the first person.

environment and Han Shan’s ecological ideology with the sharp
comparison.

Therefore, using the local accent oral expression are important
for Snyder to restore the style of original poetry and reveal the true

3.1.2 Almost Local Accent Oral Expression

meaning of Han Shan’s poetry, which becomes the basis of

The whole style of Snyder’s translation has a extend resonance

expressing the ecological poetics.

with the style of the original poetry. The feature of Han Shan’s

3.1.3 China’s Ecological and Cultural Landscapes

Poetry is the form of freedom, and mingles with spoken language

The content of Han Shan’s poetry concludes a large amount of

and folk language. Sun Shangwu, in his book named Zen Poetry and

local characteristic cultural words with Chinese-specific features. He

Thought, wrote his thoughts about Han Shan’s poetry: “ The

extensively used the way of dissimilation to translate these cultural

language of Han Shan’s poetry is very simple and vivid. It can be

words with simple and popular literal translation. By using the

easy to speak out and be with the features of pungent,

simple English words, these words make the China’s ecological and

straightforward, and new different effects. Han Shan’s poetry are full

cultural landscapes implant into American culture to achieve the

of oral common sayings and preserves a large amount of folk adage

culture implanting with simple words and sentences. There is no

materials.

doubt that these measures cater to the American youth’s needs to

In translating Han Shan’s 24 poetry, Snyder kept the style of the

manifest their different and unique personalities.

original, and adapted the simple and free styles without rules and

For instance, in the 5th poem “欲得安身处”, Snyder translated

forms of classical poetic composition. He translated them with local

the sentence “喃喃读黄老” into “mumbles along reading Huang and

accent words to express Han Shan’s natural characters, optimistic

Lao”. In this sentence, he directly used the “ Huang” and “Lao” like

and broad-minded thoughts, and free and uninhibited true nature. For

Chinese Pinyin to explain the meaning. The word “黄” refers to the

his recreation of Han Shan’s poetry, he seized the simple style and

Yellow Emperor who is the taoism ancestor. And the “老” means

the profound meaning of the Han Shan’s poetry with the simple and

Lao Zi who is the founder of Taoism. In this poem, these two words

pure methods to recreate the original. Furthermore, his translation

refer to Han Shan’s reading books about thoughts of Huang-Lao.

are filled with local accent oral expressions to use the free style to

Snyder only used the simple Pinyin to translate the “黄” and “老”

suggest the true and meaningful ideas, and show the beauty of Han

and replaced the two famous name in China, which showed the

Shan’s poetry and human.

Chinese traditional culture in natural ways.

For example, in the 18th poem “多少天台人” ,when translating

In the 7th poem “粤自居寒山”, there is a sentence “天地任变

these two sentence: “多少天台人，不识寒山子. 莫知真意度，唤作

改” . Snyder translated it into “let heaven and earth go about their

闲言语”, Snyder just created the corresponding sentences: “Most

changes”. He avoided refining the “天地” as the God in Western

T'ien-t'ai men. Don't know Han-shan. Don't know his real thought.

thinking way, but he kept the Chinese traditional cultural meaning to

And call it silly talk”. In this poem, Han Shan used the simple and

annotate the “天地” and adapted the meaning of “heaven and earth”

local accent or oral speech to express nobody appreciates him and

to transplant the Chinese ecological and traditional culture into

understand his ideological level. Snyder were faithful to the original

American culture so as to make them understand and even accept

and translated it with free style and oral speech. He did not pursuit of

Han Shan’s ecological thoughts easily.

the rhymes and rules, but he was devoted to conveying the true

In the 10th poem “一向寒山坐”, Snyder translated the “太半入

meaning of the poem. Like translating the “天台人”, he just used the

黄泉” into “more than half had gone to the Yellow Springs”. This

“T'ien-t'ai men” which was simple and vulgarity. And he directly

Chinese word “黄泉” was directly translated as “Yellow Springs”. In

explained the words ““ 不 识 ”and“ 莫 知 ” and adapted the oral

Chinese Taoist culture, “黄泉” is the place that people will come to
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after their death, that is to say, the Netherworld. Also, the “yellow

next content that there was no horse and vehicle on Han shan’s path.

spring” is one of the nine springs. It seems that Snyder

Furthermore, it reflects Han Shan’s mind communication with

misunderstood the meaning of “黄泉” so the target readers will be

natural scenes and the whole nature. Actually, Han Shan was with

confused when they read this poem. However, the translator reserved

the natural and lived in the distant mountains to feel the deep

the Chinese specific cultural words so it is the way of expressing

quietness and distance in his mind.

Chinese culture with exotic words. If he added appropriate footnotes,
the reader would exactly understand the meanings.

In the 2nd poem “重岩我卜居”, there is a sentence “重岩我卜
居，鸟道绝人迹”. Snyder translated it into “In a tangle of cliffs, I

In the 12th poem “出生三十年”, the sentence “入塞红尘起”

chose a place. Bird paths, but no trails for me.” He was faithful to

was translated into “Entered cities of boiling red dust”. Snyder

Han Shan’s expression and meaning. He added the subject “I” and

adapted the literal translation to describe the town was covered with

the verb “chose” to explained the Chinese word “我卜居”, and

the red dust. The word “红尘” , in fact, means prosperous city. He

changed the word “重岩” into adverbial modifier and translated it

simplified the word “红尘” and create an imaginable word to arouse

into “In a tangle of cliffs” which shows Han Shan lived in a tangle of

the enthusiasm of target readers to make them figure their

cliffs and he was brave to live in the tough environment. Thus, it can

imaginations for ideological emancipation. Keeping the Chinese

reveal the harmony and unification of Han Shan and the nature. In

traditional culture and cultural words is good for his translation of

this poem, Han Shan expressed his feeling directly in the first person

Han Shan’s poetry to deeply explain Han Shan’s ecological world.

and Snyder kept the firs person to tell readers “I chose a place in a

Above all, the literal translation of Chinese-specific words is a

tangle of cliffs as my residence”. This sentence “鸟道绝人迹” was

way of Chinese cultural transplantation going-out to the world.

translated into “Bird paths, but no trails for me”. He added the

Through this way, it aims at spreading Han Shan’s outlook on life

person “me” with the first person to fully explain the situation that

and attitudes of life. This kind of detached and big-hearted figure

Han Shan could not find the way to his residence because of the

and thought, at that time, are in keeping with the American youth’s

severe natural environment but he took optimistic attitudes towards

thoughts and values that refers to being against the orthodox

his problem with no complaint for the nature. However, he calmly

middle-class values and looking down upon materialism, tradition,

accepted the humble dwelling and cliffs, and companied with the

and authority. Thus, the “beat generation”like rock music, but they

cliffs.

are unsatisfied with American culture. In fact, they desire to get
respects and win real ego.

Above all the explanations and analysis, although the
environment was so severe and bad, Han Shan showed a smile to the

3.2 Ecological Holistic Perspective in Poetry Translation

nature from his poetry, which could imply his ecological thoughts

On the basis of implementing ecological holism, Snyder

—unity and harmony between man and nature.

translated Han Shan’s Eco-Poetry to make the whole unity of nature
and human, and the harmony of his translation and the original

3.2.2 The Unity of Translator’s and Han Shan’s Ecological
Thoughts

poetry. He not only concentrated on showing the ecological unity of

Gary Snyder made the creative translation of Han Shan’s poetry

the nature itself, but also created the overall unity of the nature and

to resonate with Han Shan’s ecological thoughts. He bent himself to

human beings and unified the ecological thoughts of Snyder and Han

developing Han Shan’s ecological thoughts and pursuing the unity of

Shan. The brief explanation as follows:

ecological culture. He thought human beings should find their place

3.2.1 The Overall Unity of Nature and Human

in the nature and pay attention to harmony with nature. In the nature,

Gary Snyder translated 24 poems of Han Shan, obviously, every

the manifestation of human and nature takes on harmoniums

translation creation implies the prototype of ecological holism.

relation.

Besides being faithful to the Han Shan’s ecological holism, his own

For example, in the 9th poem “杳杳寒山道”, he translated the

thoughts of regional ecology were blended in his translation. He

sentence “杳杳寒山道，落落冷涧滨” into “Rough and dark - the

thought that people should go into the nature to experience the real

Cold Mountain trail, Sharp cobbles - the icy creek bank.” In this

nature and company with nature in harmonious state.

sentence, Han Shan did not mention the darkness of the path to Han

For example, in the 1st poem “可笑寒山道”, this sentence “可

Shan’s place, but he added the word “dark” to build a quiet and

笑寒山道，而无车马踪” was translated into “The path to Han-shan's

peaceful atmosphere to meet Han Shan’s feelings. Meanwhile, the

place is laughable, A path, but no sign of cart or horse”. Snyder

poem is not involved with the image of “cobblestone” by the river

chose the word “ laughable” to make the quiet view change into

bank. But the translator drew into the images “Sharp cobbles” and

dynamic view, which made his translation flexible and vivid. He

with the adjective “sharp” replaced the word “round” to form the

used the adjective to replace the Chinese verd “可笑” to build the

sharp comparison and to show the quiet and secluded environment.

human and the nature in harmony. He regarded the path to Han

In the third sentence of the poem, “啾啾常有鸟，寂寂更无人”was

Shan’s place as the subject. Through transformation of parts speech,

translated into “Yammering, chirping - always birds; Bleak, alone,

it reveals and highlights the special and interesting relationship of

not even a lone hiker.” In order to create a desolate and lonely

Han Shan and the path to Han Shan’s place, and correspond to the

atmosphere, Snyder adapted the way of addition. Adding
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“yammering” and “chirping” to describe birds’ callings is beneficial

the surrounding environment. At the same time, he used the simplest

to set up bleak atmosphere. Then, besides all the imaginations,

words to describe the “Cold Mountain trail” and “Jianbin”, reflecting

Snyder did not prefer to explaining the voice but focused on creating

the pure beauty of nature and the simplicity of Zen thought from side.

images such as “hiker”, and using adjectives like “bleak” and

In interpreting “bird” in the poem, he added "yammering" and

“alone” to show the desolate situation of the path to Han Shan’s

"chirping" to describe the bird’s whine in order to restore the

place. All the addition and imagination serve for making unity of

desolate, lonely atmosphere fostered in the original poem, further

translator’s and Han Shan’s ecological thoughts.

contrast the desolate environment around and show the original

Snyder added the imaged and proper words to reflect Han

ecological scene without breaking away from the nature. For the

Shan’s ecological world and his ecological cultural ideology. On the

“snow” described, he adopt the word "Whirled and tumbled" to

basis of Snyder’s ecological thoughts, the addition and imagination

convey the texture of snow itself characterized as light and fluttering

are in accord with Han Shan’s ecological ideology because

with wind. The combination of static and imagination in the

integration of two kinds of ecological ideas will make high-quality

translation correlate to the original poem.

recreation. Therefore, these methods of translation that Snyder

The kinds of things involved in the above original poem was

adapted lie in restoring the artistic conception of poetry, developing

depicted from its character by Snyder by adhering to the nature of

Han Shan’s ecological thoughts, and further achieve the unity with

original things and combining the surrounding environment and the

the Han shan’s ecological ideology.

poetic mood so as to achieve the ecological beauty of nature, forester

3.3 Gary Snyder translating Ecological Beauty of Han Shan’s
Poetry

the beauty of ecological harmony and express the poet’s isolated
loneliness and supernatural free mood.

In order to show the ecological balance of nature and harmony
between natural things and the environment in translating ecological

4. Conclusion

poetry, the translator gave reasonable real reflection based on the

In his translation of ecological poetry, Snyder was to

original characteristics of things by grasping the nature of natural

continuously rich and deepen his ecological poetics in the process of

thing and uniting with the environment. In the process of translating

translating ecological poetry and had a mind dialogue with Han

“rough and dark--cold mountain trail”, Snyder grasped the essential

Shanzi. He advocated to return to nature and pursue natural freedom;

characteristics of natural things in poetry and deeply depicted the

he seeks after the freedom of poetry, freedom of translating poetry;

words corresponding to English and fully demonstrated the beauty of

he championed the harmony between man and nature, focused on the

balance of natural ecology.

construction of ecological holism, cared about nature and carried out

杳杳寒山道
杳杳寒山道，落落冷涧滨。
啾啾常有鸟，寂寂更无人。
淅淅风吹面，纷纷雪积身。
朝朝不见日，岁岁不知春。

translation standing on the ecological holism and found people’s
position in nature, comprehending the truth of complementary and
coexistence between nature and human. Snyder told people through
the translating Han Shan’s poem that only opening our own spiritual
world and walking into nature can we find another soul in the

Rough and dark - the Cold Mountain trail,

original author’s poem and world united with nature so that

Sharp cobbles - the icy creek bank.

translating poem can be more vivid and full of vitality.

Yammering,chirping - always birds

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Bleak,alone, not even a lone hiker.
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